Spelling List C-9

/f/

Spelling Words
1. golfer
2. felt
3. farmer
4. full
5. feelings
6. family
7. cough
8. enough
9. roof
10. rough
11. forgetful
12. fashion
13. photograph
14. tough
15. phrase

Review Words
16. noise
17. destroy
18. voice

Challenge Words
19. paragraph
20. difference

About Your Spelling Words
Each of this week's spelling words has the /f/ sound. You can hear this sound at the beginning of the word friend.

The /f/ sound can be spelled a few different ways:

• gh, as in laugh
• ph, as in phone
• f or ff, as in fish or stuff

➤ Read the words below. Which four have the /f/ sound?

laugh  elephant  print  jewel

table  bravery  faithful  shelf